Winnie the Pooh: Thoughtful Resting Spot.
Themed resting spot for Disneyland Resort.
Area concept/layout.
Summery:
O’ Bother, a
 fter a long day in the park guests need a place to sit and rest. Tucked deep
within The Hundred Acre Wood is a small spot that invites you to just do nothing.
Area Backstory:
There is a small section of the Hundred Acre Wood that Christopher Robin would always
bring his pals to have picnics. It is a quiet place where only the sound of the nearby brook and
the occasional bumbling of a bumble bee can be heard. One day, Winnie the Pooh had the little
thought of inviting his friends from Disneyland to this charming spot.“Perhaps one of them
could help me reach the Hunny Tree” Pooh thought. The entire gang agreed with Pooh and
got to work on creating a path to their secret place.
Area Purpose:
The area is designed as a themed resting spot for park guests. It will be heavily shaded
while offering plenty of seating and areas for guests to charge their phones. Small activities for
the children will give parents time to relax from their b
 lustery, busy day.
Theming in the area:
Pulled right out of an A.A. Milne book, the area will immerse visitors into the Hundred
Acre Wood. The spot is lush with large trees to provide plenty of shade. All the benches in the
area will appear to be constructed by Eeyore. The same way Eeyore constructed his home, the
benches will be made from a bunch of sticks. There will be balloons hanging in the trees over
the seating area. The balloon strings will make their way down the trees to the guests serving as
outlets for guests to charge their phones. While resting people can hear the sounds of
Christopher Robin and his pals playing in the distance.
Interactive elements:
Younger guests will find plenty to do while their parents relax. Pooh and his pal’s homes
will be surrounding the area. Kids are invited to knock on the front door of each home and hear
a greeting from their respective owner. A small bridge offers an easy interactive game for
children to play. Christopher Robin has left a small bucket of sticks allowing kids to play their
own game of “Pooh Sticks.” A wagon with a chalkboard inside will allow players to keep score.
In the center of the area is the infamous Hunny Tree. Young guests, who find themselves brave
enough, can climb up to the top of the Hunny Tree. At the top, guests will find Pooh stuck in the
tree! How will they get down? A slide made from slippery honey leads the way!
After exploring the Hundred Acre Wood kids should find their phones, and parents, fully charged
and ready to continue with their day at Disneyland.

